ANGELINA JOLIE
FURTHER EDUCATION AND PHILOSOPHY
High school, university and other forms of tertiary education are described in this
section. Here we put together the experiences you had when you went to high school;
see how you got on; and see if university would be beneficial. Your life philosophy and
religious beliefs are also briefly described.
No planets in house of higher learning.
Generally, the pursuit of tertiary education and travel does not rule your personality.
Widening your horizons just for the sake of it does not seem an option to you. Therefore
your teachers may overlook your potential and capabilities. Your desire to learn comes
from another area and that area stimulates you to study and travel and may not be
identified till after high school.
Scorpio on cusp of 9th house.
Academically you are intense and passionate. Your beliefs are deep and intense you like
to get to the bottom of things. Therefore, a tertiary education in consultancy, high
finance, psychotherapy, law or in banking and insurance suits you. Your philosophy is
shaped by issues of power and control.

MAJOR INFLUENCES UPON FURTHER EDUCATION
Here is more information about your academic abilities and what you want to study at
university. That is if you want to go to university. Your beliefs and religious ideals are
also shown here. This section shows the major controlling influences over your
academic abilities.
Jupiter in Libra
What really interests you Angelina academically is the study of human social
relationships. Therefore, you will find yourself interested in studying analysis,
psychology and mediation. You believe in justice and fair play so may study law as well.
Generally, you see people as good and believe them to be essentially honest.

Jupiter in 8th
What your partners up to dictates your education. You are very passionate about
education you whether you like it or not. What you want to study is death and rebirth,
the secret workings of power and the hidden world of high finance. You want to know
how to obtain power and to use it. Sex and intimate relationships also interest you
academically. Your interest in relationships and feelings lead to the study of
psychotherapy, etc. You love to explore the power dynamics of relationships; the occult
world; are good at finding out the truth. In your beliefs you are obsessive and deep,
probably believing in reincarnation and after life. What you really need to study is the
expression of feeling.

TALENT FOR HIGHER EDUCATION AND OBSTACLES
The skills that you have for study and further education are shown now. Plus the
difficulties that you meet in attempting to educate yourself further, or develop a belief
system. You can evaluate whether it is worth.
TALENT: You are enthusiastic about education, which makes you a good learner and
teacher. You are naturally curious and a lifelong student. Encourage your ongoing
education. A great story teller you may eventually write books. The arts, religion,
philosophy and other cultures are good educational choices. Academically confident you
should be good at exams.
TALENT: Academically, a success your have a powerful and insightful intellect. You love
to get to the bottom of what you are studying and discover new truths. Always
experimenting and researching you breathe new life into old ideas. If other factors
concur you may rewrite history, science or the arts through some discovery or theory of
yours.
TALENT: You absolutely love study, especially of art, money and exotic places. You
obtain great pleasure from school, tertiary institutes and religion. These are the places
where you are very happy and fortunate. You can make a living from education.
Because you love pleasure you should also study food and wine.
TALENT: Academically, you are inspired in art, music, dance, psychology and medicine.
Your artistic nature indicated skill in film making. Philosophically you are religious and
would make a good missionary, you may wish to join some religious order. Encourage
this as you have a special connection with God, or the Universe whatever you wish to
call that which is greater than us. This will not fully manifest itself till your late thirties.
You may be psychic and are directed by faith rather than logic. You believe in yours and
other peoples' dreams.
********************* ATTENTION

**********************

Academically you have difficulties, because you do not trust your own wisdom. You are
fearful of continuing study after high school. You are self limiting, fearing you will fail
before you have even begun. You need to encouragement academically. Your
responsibility in life is to develop your mind, becoming educated and cultured. You
always want a qualification and confidence will not come till you get that piece of paper.
When you do stop being frightened of exams you work hard and long to achieve your
academic goals. Eventually you may become an authority in your field. Education
becomes easier for you, as you move into your late twenties.
**********************************************************
OBSTACLE: A know-it-all. You will have trouble in high school and in tertiary institutes
because you assume you know the answer and get it wrong. Then you receive poor
grades. Confidence in your ability to learn then suffers. High school and tertiary
institute teachers are much more exacting so you will do better with subjects that do not
involve too many facts but opinions and generality. Arts are better for you than science.
Do better with male teachers and in sport.

HIGHER EDUCATION SUMMARY
More than four aspects to Jupiter
You have an academic and philosophical mind that needs developing, for you study and
developing your philosophy are complex aspects of your personality. You have many
academic interests and they are not all the same so it will take time for you to find out
what is suitable. Some of your interests are educational while others are about travel.
Nothing is straight forward where education is concerned - there are many factors to
consider. The best approach is to develop a broad base till you find what really interests
you. Then you can concentrate on what really holds your interest. Your educational
needs and the need to explore the world dominate your character. Between leaving
school and going to a place of higher learning you may have needed to go overseas for a
few years.
Aspects to Jupiter mostly helpful
Academically gifted, you are a good student and philosopher. Study comes easily to you
and teachers like you, especially because you are curious and interested in how things
work. You express your beliefs well - good with philosophy and foreigners. Angelina you
like tertiary education, the only problem is that it is easy for you and you do not perform
to your full potential.
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